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Abstract
Although measuring democratic deliberation is necessary for a valid measurement of the performance of democracies, it
poses serious theoretical and methodological challenges. The most serious problem in the context of research on demo-
cratic performance is the need for a theoretical andmethodological approach for “upscaling” the measurement of deliber-
ation from the micro and meso level to the macro level. The systemic approach offers a useful framework for this purpose.
Building on this framework, this article offers a modular approach consisting of four parameters for conceptualization,
measurement, and aggregation which can be adjusted to make the measurement of democratic deliberation compatible
with the various general measurement approaches adopted by different scholars.
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1. Introduction

For a long time, liberal democracies’ legitimacy mainly
rested on voting and representation. In the course of
the so-called “participatory revolution” (Kaase, 1984),
the means of participation have increased dramatically
in Western democracies. The term “democratic inno-
vation” refers to the new, multi-faceted forms of par-
ticipation which go beyond voting. Most of them are
built around the idea and practice of deliberation in
one way or another (Geißel & Newton, 2012). Today,
the theory of deliberative democracy is considered to
be the most important normative theory of democracy
(Dryzek, 2015; Elstub, 2015). Accordingly, authors such
as Dryzek (2010, pp. 21–42) argue that deliberative legit-
imacy has become themost important paradigm of legit-

imacy in contemporary political theory as well as demo-
cratic practice.

Due to the vastly increased theoretical importance
and empirical impact of democratic theories of deliber-
ation, measures of democracy need to include delibera-
tion to achieve valid and empirically meaningful results.
The Discourse Quality Index (DQI) already offers a sophis-
ticated and widely acclaimed measuring instrument for
democratic deliberation at the micro/meso level. How-
ever, an evaluation of the deliberative performance of
democratic political systems at large requires measur-
ing deliberation at the macro level. Niemeyer (2014)
questionedwhether scaling up deliberationwas possible.
A theoretically and methodologically grounded frame-
work for this purpose is still required (Niemeyer, Curato,
& Bächtiger, 2015, p. 4).
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Addressing this gap in research, we develop an ap-
proach for measuring the deliberative performance1 of
political systems and systematically outline four “pa-
rameters for measuring macro deliberation” (PMMD).
Thereby, we propose a modular approach that can be
adopted by other scholars with different normative and
theoretical presuppositions. The parameters are based
on the assumption that the so-called “systemic ap-
proach”, as originally developed in a seminal book by
Mansbridge et al. (2012), is the only framework for con-
ceptualizing democratic deliberation2 at the macro level
to have been suggested so far which represents a suit-
able basis for measuring deliberative performance at
this level. In this approach, deliberation is conceptual-
ized as an “emergent property” (Niemeyer et al., 2015)
which cannot be reduced to a mere aggregation of other
qualities of the political system (see O’Conner & Wong,
2015). Rather than isolated deliberative fora, “the inter-
dependence of sites within a larger system” as well as
the interactions of deliberations in different institutions
(and loci in general) represent the focal point of this un-
derstanding (Bohman, 2012, p. 73; Mansbridge et al.,
2012, pp. 1f.).

In order to have a common point of departure, we
take the original systemic approach as a starting point to
develop a framework for “scaling up” the measurement
of democratic deliberation from the micro to the macro
level (seeNiemeyer, 2014).3 This does not imply any com-
mitment toMansbridge et al.’s (2012) specific normative
premises (and especially not to their concept of delibera-
tion), but only to the basic framework of the systemic ap-
proach. Following an explanation of the need for a new
approach to measure deliberation at the macro level in
section 2, we outline the four “parameters” that have to
be considered in the process of conceptualization and op-
erationalization: the theory of democracy, the concept of
deliberation, the selection of loci, and the aggregation
rule (section 3). In the concluding section of this article,
we identify some challenges future research will need to
deal with regarding themeasurement of the deliberative
performance of democratic political systems.

2. Why “Parameters for Measuring Macro
Deliberation”?

Elstub, Ercan and Mendonça (2016) identify four gener-
ations of the deliberative democracy school of thought.
They started out with an explicitly normative theory
on the rational, impartial justification of norms in the
first generation (Cohen, 1989, 1997; Habermas, 1996),

continued to adapt the definition of deliberation to
the increasing plurality and complexity of contempo-
rary democracies in the second generation (Chambers,
2003, p. 322; Elstub et al., 2016, pp. 141f.), and began
the empirical evaluation of deliberation under “labora-
tory conditions” in the third generation (Fishkin, 1995).
In the following decades, “real world deliberation” be-
came an object of scholars’ interest. With the DQI, the
“gold standard” for the evaluation of institutions or the
public sphere’s deliberative performance was developed
(Mansbridge, 2010; Steiner, Bächtiger, Spörndli, & Steen-
bergen, 2004) and scholars such as Fung (2006, p. 66)
discussed the “range of institutional possibilities for pub-
lic participation”.

The fourth generation is characterized by the so-
called “systemic turn”, which attempts to combine
“the insights gained from three preceding generations,
namely the strong normative premises, institutional fea-
sibility, and empirical results” (Elstub et al., 2016, p. 143).
The major innovation of the systemic approach is the ac-
knowledgement of the “importance of looking at the sys-
tem as a whole, as well as its different parts” rather than
the previous focus on “isolated instances of deliberation”
(Erman, 2016, p. 263). Thereby, “the deliberative system
reconnects deliberative democratic theory to its initial
macro ambitions: to enhance and understand democ-
racy at the large scale” (Boswell & Corbett, 2017, p. 3).
This implies that the systemic approach attempts to con-
ceptualize democratic deliberation(s) as taking place all
over a society or a political system and seeks to system-
atically account for the interactive relationships between
various deliberative practices (Elstub et al., 2016, p. 140).

In spite of the considerations of fourth generation
scholars, even two of the most sophisticated contempo-
rary measures of democracy are unable to provide an
appropriate measure of democratic deliberation at the
macro level: while the Democracy Barometer (Merkel
et al., 2016) does not take democratic deliberation into
account at all, Varieties of Democracy (Coppedge et al.,
2016) explicitly offers a “deliberative component in-
dex”. However, the latter demonstrates one of the ma-
jor problems of addressing democratic deliberation in
a democracy index: in their attempt to transfer crite-
ria that were applicable at a micro/meso level to a
larger scale, Coppedge et al. (2016) do not take ac-
count of the difference between the criteria for delib-
eration at the micro/meso level and at the macro level.
Although they claimed to measure “deliberation at all
levels” (Coppedge et al., 2016, p. 6), the items mostly
address formalized deliberation by political elites. More-

1 The concept used by John S. Dryzek (2009); Stevenson and Dryzek (2012) and many subsequent researchers (e.g. Felicetti, Niemeyer, & Curato, 2016;
Niemeyer et al., 2015) is the concept of “deliberative capacity”. Although this concept undoubtedly “provides diagnostic criteria for assessing the sys-
tem” (Felicetti et al., 2016, p. 429), we rely on the concept of “(deliberative) performance”, which is much more common in the context of measuring
the performance of democratic political systems.

2 We explicitly address the measurement of “democratic deliberation”, not “deliberative democracy”. While the latter denotes a political system that
meets the demanding normative standards of deliberative theories, the latter refers to a form of communication, originally derived from these theories,
put into practice in (liberal) democracies (Mansbridge, 2007).

3 More recent developments by Hendriks (2016a, 2016b), Ercan, Hendriks and Boswell (2017) and Erman (2016) will be integrated in section 3 of
this article.
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over, the aggregation rule is simply a factor index (that is,
an additive index weighted by the factor loadings of the
items) and does not reflect the complex interdependen-
cies between those levels, especially not those between
the different loci of deliberation. This shows that a valid
measurement of democratic deliberation at the systems
level “requires more than scaling up micropolitical con-
cepts” (Niemeyer et al., 2015, p. 5). The different kinds
of potential loci and deliberative practices, as well as the
interactive relations, need to be taken into consideration
and appropriately reproduced in the aggregation rule.

Thus, the systemic approach itself provides opportu-
nities for research on democratic deliberation while ad-
dressing the “‘scaling-up’ problem” (Chambers, 2012; El-
stub et al., 2016, p. 140; Erman, 2016, p. 263): the sys-
temic approach conceptualizes the “deliberative quality”
of a democracy as an “emergent property” of the sys-
tem as a whole. This means that it is “irreducible” to the
properties of parts of the system (the quality of deliber-
ations in individual loci). Consequently, an aggregation
rule that merely adds up the deliberative performances
within those loci without taking account of the interac-
tions of the “individual” deliberations is insufficient. By
providing a framework for the complex interactive rela-
tionships between various “deliberative activities”, the
systemic approach enables us “to identify which stan-
dards to employ when assessing the deliberative perfor-
mance of a systemas awhole” (Elstub et al., 2016, p. 140;
see also Boswell, Hendriks, & Ercan, 2016; Dryzek, 2009).

There are two exemplary approaches for the mea-
surement of deliberative performance on the basis of
the systemic approach that shall serve as a starting point
for our elaborations: Ercan et al. (2017, p. 197) “offer an
interpretive response to…the empirical questions posed
by the systemic turn”. But even though they are able to
identify the contribution of qualitative case studies to the
study of deliberative systems, they are aware of the fact
that “interpretive studies are typically limited to discrete
or small-n case studies” (Ercan et al., 2017, p. 206). John
S. Dryzek (2009) attempts to evaluate the “deliberative
capacity” of deliberative systems by referring to criteria
of authenticity4 of the respective processes, their inclu-
siveness and their consequentiality. In doing so, he takes
the core theoretical ideas of scholars of the systemic ap-
proach for granted and translates them into operational-
izations. Thus, his approach seems to be limited to schol-
arswho (to a large extent) accept the systemic approach’s
premises, which means that it is hardly compatible with
the measuring approaches of numerous other scholars
who base their work on other theoretical foundations.

To avoid such problems, we will use the following
parts of this article to propose a modular approach that
is compatible with different indices of democratic per-
formance or quality. The four PMMDs and the decisions

that are to be made in these steps offer a large degree of
flexibility since they can be adjusted according to the the-
oretical and empirical focus of the researcher. Further-
more, the approach makes it possible to specifically ad-
dress these challenges of scaling up the measurement of
micro deliberation in conceptualization, measurement,
and aggregation (Munck & Verkuilen, 2002). We are
aware of the fact that an empirical specification of the
systemic approach faces fundamental problems.5 Nev-
ertheless, we use the conceptual framework of the sys-
temic approach (Boswell & Corbett, 2017; Dryzek, 2009,
2016a, 2016b; Mansbridge et al., 2012) as a point of de-
parture for our suggestions, as it seems to be the only
framework available so far that does justice to the impor-
tance of the interactive relationships between different
forms of deliberation for the deliberative performance
of the political system as a whole.

3. “Parameters for Measuring Democratic
Deliberation” at the Systemic Level

3.1. Core Elements of the Systemic Approach

The systemic approach considers deliberation to be an
“emergent property” (Niemeyer et al., 2015): the delib-
erative quality is a property of the system as a whole
and cannot (1) be located in a specific part of the sys-
tem (locus) or (2) be reduced to a mere aggregation
of other qualities of the political system. In the differ-
ent loci, deliberations of various degrees of formality
take place. One ofMansbridge’s (1999) original concerns
was to include “everyday political talk” in the analysis
of the deliberative performance of political systems (see
also Conover & Searing, 2005, pp. 269f.). But this does
not mean that the significance and deliberative charac-
ter of formal institutions (such as parliaments or courts)
should be underestimated or “downplayed” (Gaus, 2016,
p. 511). To evaluate the deliberative performance of a
political system, one has to consider formal and non-
formal, institutionalized and non-institutionalized prac-
tices as well as “the interdependence of sites within a
larger system” and their interactions (Mansbridge et al.,
2012, p. 1; see also Bohman, 2012, p. 73).

The framework proposed in this article relies on
three major claims of the systemic approach:

1. Deliberations in different loci (formal institutions,
informal political talk, everyday conversations,
etc.) of the political system are relevant;

2. In these loci, we will find more or less formal-
ized deliberative practices: assumedly, in a federal
court the standards for “good deliberative perfor-
mance” and adequate ways of “taking and giving
of reasons” will be much higher than in less for-

4 “Authenticity can be understood in light of the tests just introduced (deliberation must induce reflection in noncoercive fashion, connect particular
claims to more general principles, and exhibit reciprocity)” (Dryzek, 2009, p. 1382). Schouten, Leroy and Glasbergen (2012) operationalize this concept
by using the criteria of the DQI (Steiner et al., 2004).

5 Boswell and Corbett (2017, p. 4) identify the major challenges of empirical applications of the systemic approach that result from a lack of empirical
specification, such as the measurement of “the deliberative effects of non-deliberative acts”.
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mal contexts such as the public sphere or “every-
day talk” which might be considered relevant;

3. There are interactive relationships between these
deliberations that need to be considered in the at-
tempt to determine the overall deliberative per-
formance of the political system: the deliberative
quality of the whole democratic political system is
not the same as the mere accumulation of the de-
liberative performances in the individual loci. In-
stead, the interactions between deliberations in
these loci need to be taken into account, as well
as the performance within the loci.

In the following, we aim to propose a measurement ap-
proach compatible with different theories of democracy
and concepts of democratic deliberation by building on
these core elements of the systemic approach. In order to
offer a useful guideline for future research, we name the
relevant conceptual decisions (section 3.2.) that need to
bemade in the process of conceptualization, operational-
ization, and aggregation of “democratic deliberation”.

3.2. Parameters for the Conceptualization and
Operationalization of Democratic Deliberation (PMMDs)

In this section, we suggest four parameters that need
to be considered when measuring democratic deliber-
ation at the macro level. By adjusting them, this mea-
sure can be made compatible with different conceptual
frameworks and measurement approaches. To show the
relevance of these conceptual decisions, we present ex-
amples to show why and to what extent the adjustment
of the respective parameter makes a difference to the
measurement of democratic deliberation and the results
of the measurement process.

3.2.1. First Parameter: Theory of Democracy

The aim of this article is to develop suggestions for
the measurement of democratic deliberations that are
compatible with different measures of democracy and
democratic performance. Even though the most fre-
quently cited measurement approaches seem to mea-
sure the very same object (democracy or democratic per-
formance), they refer to different democratic theories.
This applies in particular to the way democratic institu-
tions and their interactions are described as well as the
way legitimacy is thought to be generated. Accordingly,
the first conceptual question to be asked is which the-
ory of democracy is at the heart of the measurement ap-
proach adopted. This is actually not only a preliminary
question as it has rather important implications for the
following steps.

Obviously, there is such an extensive range of theo-
ries of democracy that any attempt to summarize them
here would be pointless.6 Instead of offering a com-

prehensive account of all (possible) choices that might
need to be considered regarding the theory of democ-
racy adopted, we want to illustrate the importance of
the careful adjustment of parameter one with the help
of one major division between contemporary schools of
democratic thought: liberal and deliberative democratic
theory. What are the implications of choosing one or
the other, and to what extent does an affiliation with
either side impact the decisions made in the process
of measuring democratic deliberation? The fundamental
difference between liberal and deliberative theories’ un-
derstanding of democracy is the logic of democratic le-
gitimacy that is presupposed: while liberal theories fol-
low the premise that an adequate representation of pre-
political or endogenous preferences is the core criterion,
deliberative theories assume that preferences are exoge-
nous and legitimacy is generated by an inclusive debate
that ideally results in consensus (or at least compromise).
Thus, the role ascribed to democratic deliberation differs
in both models. In the case of a liberal theory, its func-
tion is to validate endogenous preferences and thereby
improve the epistemic quality of decisions reached in de-
bates in representative institutions or to justify elite de-
cisions vis-à-vis the public. In a deliberative theory, the
democratic criterion is that the addressees of law also
need to be the authors of law. This is the result of an in-
clusive deliberative process, which ideally leads to a con-
sensual agreement between all stakeholders.

Depending on the theoretical framework adopted,
there can be path dependencies for the measurement
of democratic deliberation. First, the concepts of delib-
eration implied by the theory are likely to differ: a liberal
model might value “(good) deliberation” mostly for its
epistemic benefits and define it accordingly, whereas a
deliberative understanding is much more likely to pre-
suppose a procedural concept of deliberation (see pa-
rameter two, section 3.2.2.). The specific definition of
“good deliberation” has important implications for the
evaluation of the deliberative performance of demo-
cratic political systems: the operationalization, measure-
ment, and even the loci considered to be relevant for
the total score in this dimension (see parameter three,
section 3.2.3.) will depend on the adjustment of this
first parameter.

3.2.2. Second Parameter: Concept of Deliberation

The second parameter—a decision for a clearly defined
concept of deliberation—is of particular importance, as
there is an intense theoretical debate on what deliber-
ation “really” is. This theoretical debate has serious im-
plications for empirical research on democratic delibera-
tion, as:

[this] lack of agreement about what constitutes de-
liberation makes it extremely difficult for empirical

6 Varieties of Democracy, for example, considers seven theoretical approaches of democracy and derives the respective “principles” from the thinking
underlying them (Coppedge et al., 2016, pp. 4–6).
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researchers to address the claims of normative the-
ory. How can one safely assert that deliberation has
occurred when there are no necessary and sufficient
conditions routinely applied to this concept? (Mutz,
2008, p. 526)

Obviously, we cannot offer a comprehensive discussion
of all concepts of deliberation here, but wewant to point
out two particularly important decisions that have to be
made in this step. Before that, there are two preliminary
questions scholars should ask: do their general measure-
ment approach and the theoretical understanding pre-
supposed by this approach (see parameter one) imply a
definite and non-ambiguous definition of deliberation?
And if so, should this concept of deliberation be used
in the measurement of democratic deliberation as well?
If both questions are answered negatively, the scholar
needs to decide upon a concept of deliberation. In this
step, two questions are of particular importance: (1) is
the criterion for “high deliberative performance” an epis-
temic or a procedural criterion?7 (2) Do I want to adopt
a wide or a narrow concept of deliberation? Both ques-
tions will be elaborated on in this section.

Question (1).While a procedural concept of deliberation
would evaluate the deliberative performance of a sys-
tem by the characteristics of the process(es) of deliber-
ation (inclusiveness, fairness, etc.), an epistemic concept
would evaluate the performance based on the output of
this very process and the conformity of this outcome to
an external criterion of “rightness” (Estlund, 2008). From
a strictly theoretical perspective epistemic and procedu-
ral deliberation seem to be incompatible, therefore an
explicit decision for one of them would be necessary.
Nevertheless, this theoretical issue is not as pressing in a
more pragmatic (empirical) approach. Deliberation in ac-
tual political systems can obviously have different func-
tions simultaneously; it can promote the epistemic value
of the decisions and the inclusion of all people affected
by it, and it can, of course, be valued for both.8 In evaluat-
ing deliberative performance, one nevertheless needs to
be aware of the fact that the scores for achieving the epis-
temic and the procedural goal can vary independently:
expert deliberation can be highly beneficial for generat-
ing a “qualified” decision by being exclusive at the same
time. In this article, we do not want to argue in favor of
one concept or another, but simply want to raise aware-
ness of the fact that different “kinds” of deliberation
(depending on theoretical assumptions and chosen loci)
might need to be evaluated by different standards.

Question (2). There is a broad range of concepts of delib-
eration applying more or less rigid standards. In the orig-

inal normative approaches, a narrow concept of deliber-
ation was used: “deliberation” meant the taking and giv-
ing of reasons in the strictest sense, i.e., the exchange of
rational (non-emotional), neutral, impartial arguments
(Cohen, 1989; Habermas, 1996). In the confrontation
with diversity theories, “we see a definite expansion of
the sorts of things that could be considered arguments
and reasons” (Chambers, 2003, p. 322). Partly as a result
of “deep theorizing about reason”, and partly as a “result
of confrontations with real-world practices”, a stretching
of the original concept took place by taking into account
that there are actually different “styles” and “cultures”
of communication and reason-giving (Chambers, 2003).

Coming from the framework of the systemic ap-
proach, it seems reasonable to lower the standards for
what counts as deliberation (as taking and giving of
“good” reasons) in specific contexts. For example, “av-
erage citizens have few opportunities to deliberate rig-
orously in formal institutional settings. Most of their
political discussions are therefore quite unstructured”
(Conover & Searing, 2005, pp. 269f.).

If we regard different institutional settings, we also
need to consider that these different deliberations
should be “evaluated…by different standards” (Chris-
tiano, 2012, p. 28): an evaluation of the deliberative per-
formance of a federal court and everyday political talk
using the same standards would hardly make sense (cf.
Christiano, 2012).

Although it is “a core axiom of the deliberative sys-
temic approach: that non-deliberative practices can have
positive systemic deliberative consequences, and as such
should be treated as part of the system” (Dryzek, 2016a,
p. 211), we object to any attempt to stretch the concept
of deliberation too far. The inclusion of non-deliberative
practices in the measurement of the overall deliberative
performance of a political system has been criticized by
various scholars (prominently: Owen& Smith, 2015, who
suggest a reductio ad absurdum of this claim; see Dryzek,
2016b, p. 12).9 Additionally, an extensive lowering of
standards would miss the point of setting a normative
standard for the evaluation of the performance and qual-
ity of democracies: “A too realistic ideal is merely an apol-
ogy for the status quo” (Neblo, 2007, p. 536; see also
Elstub et al., 2016, p. 146). This does not mean that it
is not possible to assume “a continuum of deliberative
standards for assessing the parts of the system”, but only
that they need “to be kept normatively robust and strin-
gent” (Elstub et al., 2016, p. 146). Thus, on the one hand,
a feasible and realistic approach (Bohman, 1998) that is
compatible with the systemic approach cannot presup-
pose only “rational, reasonable, etc.” exchanges of logi-
cally valid arguments and “good” reasons in the strictest
sense. On the other hand, if the concept is stretched too

7 In the theoretical debate, the controversy between “proceduralists” and “epistemic democrats” is one of the major cleavages (Estlund, 2008; Peter,
2007, 2013; for a discussion of this controversy see Fleuß, 2017, Chapter 3).

8 In the systemic approach, deliberation can fulfil three functions (epistemic, ethical, democratic) in different degrees. These functions partly correspond
to different but not incompatible theoretical understandings of democratic deliberation (Mansbridge et al., 2012).

9 The validity of this reductiowould have to be discussed in detail. Nevertheless, it highlights a problematic issue about the inclusion of non-deliberative
practices in the evaluation of the deliberative performance of democracies.
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far (see Steiner, 2008), there is no normative standard to
compare deliberative performance with at all.

Therefore, we will stick to the claim that “delibera-
tion” implies at least that the exchange of arguments
and reasons of some kind occurs and we suggest that
bargaining or story-telling should not be considered as
“deliberative practices” (cf. Bächtiger & Wyss, 2013). Al-
though this means that we exclude certain “communica-
tive styles” from the concept of deliberation, there still
remains a range of concepts of deliberation with a va-
riety of scopes that might refer to a different range of
phenomena, which (depending on the researcher’s con-
ceptual decision) would have to be measured.

3.2.3. Third Parameter: Loci of Deliberation

In this section, we present a systematized list of loci that
is suitable for the comparative measurement of demo-
cratic deliberation. Following Conover and Searing (2005,
p. 270), we assume that deliberations relevant to as-
sess the deliberative performance of the whole system
can take place10 in three arenas of decreasing degree
of formality:

(1) Highly formal deliberations “occur within institutions
such as national courts, parliaments, and civil science de-
partments” (Conover & Searing, 2005). These delibera-
tions are probably most compliant with high standards
of rationality;

(2) Semi-formal deliberations are “conversations be-
tween constituents and government officials, and con-
versations in political parties, interest groups, and the
media” (Conover & Searing, 2005). Here, a lowering
of the “rationality-standards” is probably necessary
for the evaluation of the deliberative performance in
these spheres;

(3) Informal deliberations are the “less deliberative ev-
eryday discussions among political activists, attentive
publics and general publics; a form of political talk that is
essential to the system’s democratic character” (Conover
& Searing, 2005). We expect informal deliberations to be
least compliant with demanding normative standards of
rationality and impartiality.

Depending on theoretical and conceptual decisions, dif-
ferent potential loci of deliberation will be selected and
prioritized for the evaluation of the overall deliberative
performance of a political system. In the selection of
these loci, the parameters one and two and the choices
made in these steps are relevant as well: a liberal the-
ory, for example, will suggest a different relative weight
of parliamentary deliberation than a deliberative theory

andmight not consider some deliberations named in cat-
egory (3) to be relevant for the deliberative performance
of the political system at all. Also, the selection of a wide
or narrow concept of deliberation will have an impact on
the selection of the loci: depending on how far one is will-
ing to “stretch the concept”, a different range of phenom-
ena will be included in the measurement conducted on
this basis.

From categories (1)–(3), we can derive a system-
atized list of potential loci of deliberation, which offers
a much more useful framework for an empirical anal-
ysis than the enumerations given by Mansbridge et al.
(2012, pp. 2, 7, 10; see also Conover & Searing, 2005; Er-
can et al., 2017). This procedure also matches the loci
to spheres in which different kinds of deliberative prac-
tices (which have to be evaluated by different standards)
take place.11 As we are about to demonstrate, the loci
of each of the corresponding categories (1)–(3) require
a different measurement approach, depending on the
nature of the deliberative practices in question, and—
pragmatically speaking—the accessibility of data. This is
why, after the explication of each category, we will point
out what has to be considered if a measurement of delib-
erations occurring in the respective loci is envisaged. De-
pending on what kind of deliberation is to be measured
and what kind of data is available for the respective de-
liberation, different methodological approaches need to
be considered.

The logical assignment of the different loci to the cat-
egories proposed by scholars has so far been somewhat
vague and rarely more precise than: outlining “a spec-
trum of venues for deliberation, including representative
assemblies, public assemblies, the public sphere, and ev-
eryday talk, and ‘moving along this range entails moving
along a similar range, from formal to informal’” (Elstub et
al., 2016, p. 145). Not all potential loci of deliberation can
be assigned to just one category: different kinds of delib-
eration can appear in one locus, though usually there is
a tendency for certain kinds of deliberation to occur in a
certain locus.

With regard to measurement approaches and oper-
ationalizations, the loci in the different categories need
to be treated quite differently. This is partly determined
by the availability of data on deliberations—while par-
liamentary deliberations are generally recorded, delib-
eration in less formalized loci such as marketplaces
usually happens spontaneously, without audience or
record. Furthermore, different kinds of deliberation oc-
cur within different frameworks in terms of timeframe,
the presence of the participants, and strictness of rules.
On one hand, there are the contributions of MPs to par-
liamentary debates which usually follow a general pat-
tern, have a certain timeframe (according to the respec-
tive protocol), and are restricted to defined topics and a

10 In the following, we refer to “potential loci of deliberation” for two reasons: First, comparative research faces the problem that depending on the in-
stitutional reification of the “deliberative system” in question, certain loci might not exist. Second, the existence of a specific locus does not necessarily
mean that (relevant) deliberation is actually taking place in this space.

11 Thereby we attempt to provide a framework that is more systematic and at the same time (due to its modular character) more flexible than previous
research using the deliberative systemic approach.
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defined type of language. On the other hand, there are
online debates whose participants are generally free in
their expressions concerning structure and language, as
well as in their use of pictures, videos or other sign sys-
tems such as hashtags, likes and emoji. Online debates
do not have limitations in terms of time or space; any-
one can log in from anywhere in the world anytime. To
analyze these differentmodes of deliberation scholars of
deliberative performance need to use differentmethods.
We will give examples for each category of deliberation
in order to illustrate what measurement approaches can
be used.

Loci of “highly formal deliberations” (1). As cited above,
Conover and Searing (2005, p. 270) assign loci such as na-
tional courts, parliaments, and civil science departments
to the level of highly formal deliberation (in their ter-
minology: “structured deliberation”). However, we pro-
pose to include in this category only loci that are constitu-
tionally or otherwise legally installed, that follow certain
(procedural) rules while deliberating and that have the
power to make collectively binding decisions.12 Thus, we
differ from Conover and Searing by excluding any locus
of deliberation that does notmeet those criteria (such as
the civil science departments they suggest). In addition,
“highly formal deliberation” is not necessarily restricted
to deliberation taking place in constitutional or represen-
tational bodies: certain “democratic innovations” (such
as mini publics) can be subsumed under this category if
they are empowered to make collectively binding deci-
sions (Fung, 2006). To measure the deliberative perfor-
mance in loci of highly formal deliberation, scholars can
use minutes and reports of the deliberations, as well as
written statements or legislative proposals prepared in
advance of the deliberations.

Loci of “semi-formal deliberations” (2). Conover and
Searing (2005, p. 270) define semi-formal deliberations
as “conversations between constituents and govern-
ment officials, and conversations in political parties, in-
terest groups, and the media”. This correlates with what
Habermas calls “the public sphere”, which is situated
around the political center and which functions as the
transition sphere of political ideas and arguments to that
center. Habermas (1996) also includes journals, interest
groups, clubs, professional associations, academies and
universities, as well as grass root initiatives. We would
like to complement this list with NGO-related spaces and
meetings, trade unions, and other lobby groups. Thus,
this category remains quite vague and cannot be de-
scribed by more specific criteria than: (1) it is the zone
where members of the political elite and members of
the public sphere deliberate, or where such encounters

are prepared, and (2) there is a certain degree of institu-
tionalization. Again, we differ from Conover and Searing
who assign party deliberations to this category. Measur-
ing the deliberative performance in these loci can be at-
tempted with the help of minutes (if existent) or by inter-
viewing insiders and experts.

Loci of “informal deliberations” (3).13 In contrast to the
other two categories, informal deliberation is not at all
institutionalized (in the sense of being regulated by for-
malized rules), i.e. the “less deliberative everyday discus-
sion among political activists, attentive publics and gen-
eral publics” (Conover & Searing, 2005, p. 270). Loci of
this kind of deliberation can be “ad hoc forums, or on-
line spaces within which ordinary citizens, members of
social movements, and civil society actors can engage
in discussion and debate” (Smith, 2016, p. 154), offline
and online comments in response to news items, as well
as marketplaces and their culturally specific equivalents.
Sources of data for measuring deliberative performance
can again be interviews with insiders and experts. Fur-
thermore, online deliberation within social media plat-
forms and in comment feeds are especially helpful in
that they enable scholars to explore informal delibera-
tion in great detail with the help of computational text
mining devices.

3.2.4. Fourth Parameter: Aggregation Rule

As previously stated (section 2), the deliberative quality
of the entire democratic political system does not equal
themere accumulation of the deliberative performances
in the individual loci. Rather, the interactions between
deliberations in these loci also need to be taken into con-
sideration. So far, the interactive relationships between
deliberations in different loci have been addressed in
case studies (Boswell et al., 2016; Ercan et al., 2017)
and in various approaches comparing deliberative sys-
tems (Boswell & Corbett, 2017). However, a comprehen-
sive approach to taking the interactive relationships be-
tween different loci systematically into account, instead
of merely scaling up micro level measurement of deliber-
ative performance, is still missing. The fourth parameter
addresses questions and choices that should be consid-
ered when developing such an aggregation rule.

In line with the systemic approach, we regard two
kinds of interaction to be crucial for the evaluation
of the deliberative performance of political systems at
the macro level: the transmissions between delibera-
tive procedures taking place in the more or less formal-
ized spheres as well as their (potential) complementar-
ity. Thus, these two should be reflected in the aggrega-
tion rule. Generally, aggregation rules consist of three

12 Depending on their power and authority, some constitutional courts fall into this category with regard to some judicial matters. Since constitutional
courts are not conventionally regarded as part of the political system, we exclude them from our further discussion.

13 One important innovation of the systemic approach was the inclusion of non-deliberative practices in the evaluation of the overall deliberative perfor-
mance. In the exposition of parameter (2), we explained why explicitly non-deliberative practices are to be excluded in the measurement. In addition to
the normative and conceptual considerations regarding this matter outlined above, there are pragmatic reasons for excluding certain communicative
styles from the analysis (see Boswell & Corbett, 2017, p. 15).
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kinds of element: variables, weights, and operations. In
our framework, the variables describe the deliberative
performancesmeasured for the different loci (see Param-
eter 3). In the following, we will show that the weights
can be based on the degree of transmission and that the
operations depend on the relationships between the loci
as well as on their complementarity.

3.3. “Transmissions” and Weighting

The aggregation rule needs to take into account that
the results of deliberative processes reached in differ-
ent loci and “spheres” (1–3) “must be proliferated across
and among sites so that they can be challenged and
‘laundered’ through the system” (Boswell et al., 2016,
p. 264). There have already been some attempts at cap-
turing this “interplay” of deliberations, which is crucial
for the deliberative performance of the whole system
(Boswell et al., 2016). However, a systematic way that is
compatible with different indices of democracy is a seri-
ous challenge.

Mansbridge et al. (2012, p. 23) do not offer an explicit
definition of the interactions between loci, but rather
speak (sometimes in a metaphorical way) of “coupling”
(see also Hendriks, 2016a, p. 44). While the concept of
coupling focuses on the relationships between the loci
of the deliberative system (tight coupling of loci vs. loose
coupling of loci) (Hendriks, 2016a), the concept of trans-
missions refers to the transfer of reasons given and re-
sults achieved in deliberations among the various loci.
For feasibility reasons, we suggest that scholars use the
concept of transmissions for the measurement of delib-
erative performance: the identification of reasons and re-
sults of reason-giving processes that might or might not
be transferred to another locus seems to be much eas-
ier than the measurement of the degree of “coupling” of
the loci of the respective deliberative practices.

There are three ways of tracking the transmissions of
topics between different loci and assigning them a score
in order to compare different democracies in terms of
transmissions. Firstly, scholars could track certain topics
as they evolve throughout the system (as done by Ercan
et al., 2017, pp. 201-203), counting the number of loci
they pass through aswell as recordingwhether they have
been present in all three categories of deliberation. Sec-
ondly, scholars could track certain individuals who poten-
tially transmit ideas from one locus to another (cf. Men-
donça, 2016) in terms of howmany different loci inwhich
categories they frequent and howmany topics they pass
from one to another.

However, we strongly recommend a third approach:
observing certain loci with regard to where the transmit-
ted elements (that is, deliberated ideas, reasons, resolu-
tions, etc.) come from andwhere they are transmitted to
(as done by Boswell et al., 2016, pp. 270-273; Hendriks,
2016a). Translated into the quantitativemeasurement of
deliberative quality that would be: how many elements
are transmitted? And how many other loci are involved

in these transmissions? That approach is the most feasi-
ble for three reasons. It (1) is easily integrated into the
measurement of the loci, since these loci are being as-
sessed anyway. Thus, scholars could use elaborate meth-
ods like participant observation, but they could also take
the materials they already use for assessing the deliber-
ative quality and browse them with the help of comput-
ers for citations, expert opinions, and references to news
articles, activist groups and such. Since that would only
deliver a fairly accurate approximation of transmission,
it should be complemented with the tracking of certain
topics (cf. the first approach) in order to at least gauge
the accuracy of the approximation. Furthermore, this ap-
proach would (2) be far more systematic since all loci
in the study would be included and could be assessed
by the same methods and it would (3) provide an ap-
proach for the weighting within an aggregation rule. The
scope of transmission of each locus could be used as a
weight, either in an inclusive sense for the whole system,
or for each respective locus. The theoretical implication
in terms of the deliberative systemic approach would be:
the larger the scope of transmission, the better the de-
liberative quality. Furthermore, the importance of the
deliberation in one locus could be assessed with that
method as well: the more it is referred to (and refers
to itself), the more important it becomes for the whole
system—thus providing another option for a systematic
aggregation rule for the measurement of macro deliber-
ation. Consequently, for reasons of feasibility and com-
patibility with different democracy indices that approach
should be the most suitable for most studies of delibera-
tive performance. However, the choice ofmethod always
depends on the aim of the study and the instrument it is
to be integrated within.

3.4. “Complementarity” and Operations

One fundamental assumption of the systemic approach
is that “[t]hough there may be little or no perfect demo-
cratic deliberation in any site, the collective work done
across the system may still produce a suitably delibera-
tive democratic whole” (Boswell et al., 2016, p. 263). Ac-
cordingly, an aggregation rule taking this line of thinking
seriously needs to take account of the complementarity
of deliberation in different loci, and therefore the sub-
stitutability of the deliberation in one locus. There are
several assumptions to bemade about what the defining
criteria for the degree to which a locus is substitutable
are. Firstly, it might depend on the level of formalization
of the locus. Secondly, it might depend on the (legally
ascribed) political importance of that locus, which cor-
relates with—but is not identical to—the degree of for-
malization. Thirdly, it might depend on its importance
for the deliberative system, which can be assessed by
the method recommended above—the more transmis-
sion links and transmitted elements, the higher the im-
portance. Fourthly, it might depend on the structure of
the locus. On that line of thought, Boswell and Corbett
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(2017) present an approach to compare deliberative sys-
tems via “family resemblances”:

At its centre are recurring “traits” that come and go, to
varying degrees, across units within the same broad
family. Such traits might include institutional variants,
but they tend to entail a decentred, interpretive ac-
count of these institutions—one that sees themnot as
given, but as constructed and continually reproduced
through social interaction.

This approach can be transferred to the level of loci.
“Traits” can integrate some of the criteria mentioned
above (such as the level of formalization). Loci, with
similar structural traits (thus belonging to one “family”),
could be deemed complementary, and the more mem-
bers of the respective family, the more substitutable the
single locus. However, some loci might not be substi-
tutable at all, in spite of family resemblances to other loci.
Examples are deliberations in parliaments and courts.
That “unsubstitutability” has to be marked as a trait
as well.

Although some democracy indices’ aggregation rules
seem very elaborate,14 there are two mathematical op-
erations which all aggregation rules are based on: ad-
dition and multiplication. Those rules imply different
theoretical assumptions concerning the relationship of
the attributes that are to be aggregated: “If one’s the-
ory indicates that both attributes are necessary features,
one could multiply both scores, and if one’s theory in-
dicates that both attributes are sufficient features, one
could take the score of the highest attribute” (Munck
& Verkuilen, 2002, p. 24), or, alternatively, cumulate all
scores. Consequently, complementary deliberations in
loci of one family could be added up to one score, while
deliberations in non-complementary loci should be mul-
tiplied. In the first case, there are two options. Either, the
total scores of deliberative performance in each locus are
cumulated, or the scores for the chosen criteria for delib-
erative performance (Parameter 2) are cumulated across
loci, prior to using the chosen aggregation rule for delib-
erative performance—thus, the deliberation within one
family of loci would be treated as one truly complemen-
tary unit. In the second case, low deliberation scores in
“unsubstitutable” loci would vastly lower the total score,
and a zero would reduce the overall score to nil.

The choices to be made concerning the aggregation
rules depend on the selection of the democratic theory
on one hand, and on the understanding of deliberation
on the other. For example, an index based on liberal
democratic theory will probably place greater weight on
highly formal deliberation (by individual weights as well
as the use of multiplications) than an index based on de-
liberative democratic theory. Thus, the fourth parame-
ter, again, builds upon the choices made concerning the
previous parameters.

4. Conclusion: Challenges of Measuring Democratic
Deliberation

In this article, we argued for the need to include the
measurement of democratic deliberation into the evalu-
ation of the democratic performance of political systems.
Accordingly, we developed guidelines for a theoretically
grounded measurement of deliberative performance at
the macro level. Since we intended to make our sugges-
tions compatible with different available approaches to
measuring democratic performance, we proposed amod-
ular approach. The core elements of this approach are the
four PMMD that can be adjusted in various ways to fit
in with themeasurement approach adopted. The specific
indicators which should be used to conduct the measure-
ment have to bedecidedupon in accordancewith the spe-
cific adjustments of these PMMDs. In the suggestions we
provided concerning these parameters, we tried to do jus-
tice to the specific requirements of the measurement of
deliberation at themacro level which are to a large extent
based on the systemic approach (Beste, 2016; Dryzek,
2015, 2016a, 2016b; Mansbridge et al., 2012).

We are aware of the fact that this specific theoret-
ical framework not only has its own theoretical pitfalls
(Hendriks, 2016b; Owen & Smith, 2015) but that it also
carries intricate methodological challenges, especially in
terms of feasibility. The most complicated challenge is
probably how to adequately reflect the interactive rela-
tionships of deliberations in different loci—their trans-
mission and their complementarity—in the aggregation
rule. Here, future research should further address not
only the question of how transmissions or complemen-
tarity can be adequately theorized, but also how they can
be measured in practice at the macro level in compara-
tive large-n studies.

We firmly believe that it is impossible to develop a
one-size-fits-all solution for this issue. Rather, the solu-
tion adopted for the integration of the measurement of
deliberative performance will to a large extent be depen-
dent on the theoretical, conceptual, and methodological
“parameters” previously chosen by the researcher.
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